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From the Mississippi Delta in the early
twentieth century, Robert Johnson, a black

HELLHOUNDS

bluesman, articulated a lonely and terrify

by Leon E Litwack

ing sense of personal betrayal and anguish
that transcended both time and region.
With his songs and guitar licks, his chilling
and relentless matter-of-factness, he sug
gested a society impossible to change or
overcome and a new generation of interior
exiles like himself, exiles in their own land,
empty of belief or hope, vulnerable, with
out sanctuary.
/

I got to keep moving, 1 got to keep moving
blues jailing down like hail
blues jailing down like hail
Uumh, blues jailing down like hail
blues jalling down like hail
and the days keeps on wo rryin , me
there's a hellhound on my trail,
hellhound on my trail,
hellhound on my traiL
On a Sunday afternoon. April 23. 1899, more
than two thousand white Georgians. some
of them arriving from Atlanta on a special
excursion train. assembled near the town of
Newman to witness the execution of Sam
Hose, a black Georgian. The event assumed
a familiar format. Like so many lynchings,
this one became a public spectacle. As in
most lynchings. the guilt of the victim had
8

not been proven in a court of law. As in

If versions of Cranford's death varied, the

most lynchings, no member of the crowd

story of Sam Hose's fate did not. After

wore a mask, nor did anyone attempt to

stripping Hose of his clothes and chaining

conceal the names of the perpetrators;

him to a tree, the self- appointed execution

indeed, newspaper reporters noted the

ers stacked kerosene-soaked wood high

active participation of some of the region's

around him. Before saturating Hose with

most prominent citizens. And as in most

oil and applying the torch, they cut off his

lynchings, the white press and public ex

ears, fingers, and genitals, and skinned his

pressed its solidarity in the name of white

face. While some in the crowd plunged

supremacy and ignored any information that

knives into the victim's flesh, others watched

contradicted the people's verdict.

H

with unfeigning satiifaction" (as one reporter

Sam Hose worked for a planter, Alfred

noted) the contortions of Sam Hose's body

Cranford. He asked his employer for an

as the flames rose, distorting his features,

advance in pay (some reported he had tried

causing his eyes to bulge out of their sockets,

to collect wages already owed him) and for

and rupturing his veins. The only sounds that

permission to visit his ill mother. The planter

came from the victim's lips, even as his

refused, precipitating a harsh exchange of

blood sizzled in the fire, were, "Oh, my God!

words. On the following day, while Hose

Oh, Jesus." Before Hose's body had even

chopped wood, Cranford resumed the argu

cooled, his heart and liver were removed and

ment, this time drawing his pistol and

cut into several pieces and his bones were

threatening to kill Hose. In self- defense,

crushed into small particles. The crowd

Hose flung his ax, striking Cranford in the

fought over these souvenirs. Shortly after

head and killing him instantly. Within two

the lynching, one of the participants re

days, newspapers reported an altogether

portedly left for the state capitol, hoping to

different version. Cranford had been eating

deliver a slice of Sam Hose's heart

to

the

a monster in human

governor of Georgia, who would call Sam

form" - sneaked up on him, buried an ax in

Hose's deeds "the most diabolical in the annals

dinner when Hose

_H

his skull, and after pillaging the house,

'
"
o,f crime.

dragged Mrs. Cranford into the room where

The next morning, smoldering ashes and a

her husband lay dying and raped her.

blackened stake were all that remained. On
9

the trunk of a tree near the scene, a placard

When her husband went for his revolver,

read, "We Must Protect Our Southern Women,"

Hose, in self- defense, picked up and hurled

and one prominent Georgia woman, Rebecca

the ax, which killed Cranford instantly. Hose

voice to that sentiment: "The

then fled the scene. He never entered the

premeditated outrage on Mrs. Cranford was infi

house, she told the detective, nor did he

nitely more intolerable than the murder of her hus

assault her. Still another investigation, con

band." As for Hose, Felton claimed any

ducted by Ida B. Wells, a black journalist

" true - hearted husband or father" would have

who had been driven from Memphis in 1892

happily dispatched the "beast," with no more

for her

concern than if he were shooting down a

reached the same conclusions. The results of

mad dog; indeed, "The dog is more worthy of

neither investigation were of any apparent

sympat hry. " '

interest to the white press or presumably to

The leading newspaper in Atlanta urged its

the white public.

readers to "keep the facts in mind" when they

Thousands of black men and women met

judged the actions of the lynchers. "The peo

the same fate. Varying only in degrees of tor

ple of Georgia are orderly and conservative, the

ture and brutality, these execution rituals

Felton,

descendants

of

H

incendiary" editorials on lynching,

1

ancestors who have been trained in

were acted out in every part of the South.

years. They are a people intensely

Sometimes in small groups, sometimes in

religiOUS, homeloving and just. There is among them

massive numbers, whites combined the roles

no foreign or lawless element." The newspaper

of judge, jury, and executioner. Newspaper

then provided the "facts" of Hose's alleged

reporters dutifully reported the events under

offenses, rendering his fate that much more

such lurid headlines as

explicable. When the picture is pnnted of the

ROASTED ALIVE,"

ravisher in flames, go back and view that darker

the slow and methodical agony and death of

of

the victim and devising a vocabulary that

America for
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picture of Mrs. Crariford outraged in the blood

"COLORED

MAN

describing in graphic detail

her murdered husband."

would befit the occasion. The public burning

In a subsequent investigation, conducted by

of a Negro would soon be known as a "Negro

a white detective, Cranford's wife revealed
that Hose had come to the house to pick up

Barbecue," reinforcing the perception of
blacks as less than human.

his wages and the two men had quarreled.

The use of the camera to memorialize
10

lynchings testified to their openness and to

would reappear as popular picture post

the self- righteousness that animated the

cards and trade cards to commemorate the

participants. Not only did photographers

event. A Unitarian minister in New York,

capture the execution itself, but also the

John H. Holmes, opened his mail one day

carnival-like atmosphere and the expectant

to find a postcard depicting a crowd in

mood of the crowd, as in the lynching of

Alabama posing for a photographer next to

Thomas Brooks in Fayette County, Tennessee,

the body of a black man dangling by a rope.

111 1915:

Responding to the minister's recent con

kodaks clicked all morning at the

demnation of lynching, the person who sent

the lynching. People in automobiles and

the card wrote, "This is the way we do them

carriages came from miles around to view the

down here. The last lynching has not bem put on

corpse dangling from the end <1 a rope. ... Picture

card yet. Will put you on our regular mailing list.

card photographers installed a portable printing

Expect one a month on the average.";

plant at the bridge and reaped a harvest in selling

Some thirty years after emancipation, be

Hundreds
scene

<1

<1

<1

the lynched

tween 1890 and 1920, in response to per

Negro. Women and childrm were there by the score.

ceptions of a New Negro born in freedom,

postcards showing a photograph
At a number

<1 country schools

the day's routine

undisciplined by slavery, and unschooled in

was delayed until boy and girl pupils could get

proper racial etiquette, and in response to

back from viewing the lynched man.

growing doubts that this new generation

L

During a lynching at Durant, Oklahoma, in

could be trusted to stay in its place without

1911, the exuberant and proud lynchers

legal and extra-legal force, the white South

bound their victim to some planks and

denied blacks a political voice, imposed

posed around him while photographers

rigid patterns of racial segregation (Jim

recorded the scene. A black-owned newspa

Crow), sustained an economic system

per in Topeka, Kansas, in printing the pho

sharecropping and tenantry - that left little

tograph, wanted every black newspaper to

room for ambition or hope, refused blacks

the world may see and

equal educational resources, and disseminat

know what semi -barbarous America is doing."

ed racial caricatures and pseudo - scientific

Many photographs of lynchings and burn

theories that reinforced and comforted

ings (such as the burning of Sam Hose)

whites in their racist beliefs and practices.

do likewise, so that

H
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The criminal justice system (the law, the

Even an accurate body count of black

courts, the legal profession) operated with

lynching victims could not possibly reveal

ruthless efficiency in upholding the absolute

how hate and fear transformed ordinary

power of whites to command the subordi

white men and women into mindless mur

nation and labor of blacks.

derers and sadistic torturers, or the savagery

But even this overwhelming display of supe

that, with increasing regularity, character

riority did not afford white southerners the

ized assaults on black men and women in

internal security they sought or relieve their

the name of restraining their savagery and

fears of "uppity:' "troublesome," ambitious, and

depravity. Nothing so dramatically or force

independent-minded black men and women

fully underscored the cheapness of black

who had not yet learned the rituals of defer

life in the South. The way one black

ence and submission. The quality of the

Mississippian recalled white violence in the

racial violence that gripped the South made

1930S applied as accurately and even more

it distinctive in this nation's history. In the

pervasively to the late nineteenth and early

late nineteenth and early
, twentieth century
,'

twentieth centuries. ((Back in those days, to kill

two or three black southerners were hanged,

a Negro wasn't nothing, It was like killing a

burned at the stake, or quietly murdered

chicken or killing a snake, The whites would say,

every week. In the 1890s, lynchings claimed

'Niggers jest supposed to die, ain't no damn good

an average of 139 lives each year, 75 percent

anyway-so jest go on an' kill 'em.'" Whatever

of them black. The numbers declined in the

their value as laborers, black people were

following decades, but the percentage of black

clearly expendable and replaceable. "In those

victims rose to 90 percent. Between 1882 and

days it was 'Kill a mule, buy another, Kill a

1968, an estimated 4,742 blacks met their

nigger, hire another:" a black southerner re

deaths at the hands of lvnch
mobs. As many,
,

membered. "They had to have a license to kill

if not more blacks were victims of legal

anything but a nigger, We was always in season." 4

lynchings ( speedy trials and executions), pri

The cheapness of black life reflected in turn

vate white violence, and "nigger hunts," mur

the degree to which so many whites by the

dered by a variety of means in isolated rural

early twentieth century had come to think

sections and dumped into rivers and creeks.

of black men and women as inherently and
J

permanently inferior, as less than human, as
12

little more than animals. "We Southern people

accused of crimes, but in the event of an

don't care to equal ourselves with animals," a

insurrection - real or imagined-whites had

The

used murder, decapitation, burning, and
lynching to punish suspected rebels and

the black fellows than you would think

<if killing
<if killing

a flea . .. and if ] was to live

years that

resistance.

white Floridian told a northern critic.

people <if the South don't think any more
1,000

H

Impress upon all blacks the dangers of

would be my opinion and every other Southern

The violence meted out to blacks after

man." A fonner governor of Georgia, William

emancipation and during Reconstruction,

J.

Northen. after canvassing his state in the

including mob executions designed to

interest of law and order, found the same

underscore the limits of black freedom,

disregard for black life. "] was amazed to find

anticipated to a considerable degree the

scores and hundreds <if men who believed the Negro

wave of murder and terrorism that would

to be a brute, without responsibility to God, and his
slaughter nothing more than the killing

<if a dog."

sweep across the South two decades later

I

and become one of its unmistakable trade

Lynching was hardly a new phenomenon.

marks. What was strikingly new and differ

For many decades, it had served as a means

ent in the late nineteenth and early twenti

of extra-legal justice in the Far West and

eth century was the sadism and exhibition

Midwest, and most of the victims had been

ism that characterized white violence. The

white, along with numbers of American

ordinary modes of execution and punish

Indians, Mexicans, Asians, and blacks. But

ment no longer satisfied the emotional

in the 1890s, lynching and sadistic torture

appetite of the crowd. To kill the victim was

rapidly became exclusive public rituals of

not enough; the execution became public

the South, with black men and women as

theater, a participatory ritual of torture and

the principal victims. During slavery, blacks

death, a voyeuristic spectacle prolonged as

had been exposed to violence on the planta

long as possible (once for seven hours) for

tions and farms where they worked and

the benefit of the crowd. Newspapers on a

from the patrollers if they ventured off

number of occasions announced in advance

those plantations. The financial investment

the time and place of a lynching, special

each slave represented had operated to some

H

degree as a protective shield for blacks

the scene, employers sometimes released
13

excursion" trains transported spectators to

their workers to attend, parents sent notes

example, would be prominently displayed in

to school asking teachers to excuse their

the window of a grocery store in Atlanta. 7

children for the event, and entire families

The brutalities meted out in these years

attended, the children hoisted on their par

often exceeded the most vivid of imagina

ents' shoulders to miss none of the action

tions. After learning of the lynching of her

and accompanying festivities. Returning from

husband, Mary Turner- in her eighth month

one such occasion, a nine -year old white

of pregnancy-vowed to find those respon

youth remained unsatisfied. "I have seen a

sible, swear out warrants against them, and

man hanged,)) he told his mother; "now I wish

have them punished in the courts. For mak

I could see one burned." 6

ing such a threat, a mob of several hundred

The story of a lynching, then, is more than

men and women determined to "teach her a

the simple

of a black man or woman

lesson." After tying her ankles together, they

hanged by the neck. It is the story of slow,

hung her from a tree, head downward.

methodical, sadistic, often highly inventive

Dousing her clothes with gasoline, they

forms of torture and mutilation. If execut

burned them from her body. vVhile she was

ed by fire, it is the red-hot poker applied to

still alive, someone used a knife ordinarily

the eyes and genitals and the stench of burn

reserved for splitting hogs to cut open the

ing flesh, as the body slowly roasts over the

woman's abdomen. The infant fell from her

flames and the blood sizzles in the heat. If

womb to the ground and cried briefly,

executed by hanging, it is the convulsive

whereupon a member of this Valdosta,

movement of the limbs. Whether by fire or

Georgia, mob crushed the baby's head

rope, it is the dismemberment and distribu

beneath his heel. Hundreds of bullets were

tion of severed bodily parts as favors and

then fired into Mary Turner's body, complet

souvenirs to participants and the crowd:

ing the work of the mob. The Associated

teeth, ears, toes, fingers, nails, kneecaps, bits

Press, in its notice of the affair, observed

of charred skin and bones. Such human tro

that Mary Turner had made" unwise remarks"

phies might reappear as watch fobs or be

about the execution of her husband, "and

displayed conspicuously for public viewing.

the people, in their indignant mood, took excep

The severed knuckles of Sam Hose, for

tions to her remarks, as well as her attitude." R
14

Apprehended for allegedly killing his white

to implicate Holbert's wife. Two blacks, mis

employer, Luther Holbert and his wife

taken for Luther Holbert, had already been

found themselves subjected to mob justice

slain by a posse. 9

in Doddsville, Mississippi, in 1904. Some

When a mob meted out lynch justice in

one thousand people stood and watched as

Fort White, Florida, in 1893, they did so

the self-appointed executioners went about

with a ferocity that was becoming all too

their business, engaging in the increasingly

typical. Trains brought in additional partic

familiar ritual of torture, mutilation, and

ipants and spectators from surrounding

murder. A reporter for the Vicksburg Evening

cities. After a mock triaL the prolonged exe

Post described the execution of the Holberts.

cution began. "Every one knew what the crowd

When the two Negroes were captured, they were

meant," a resident noted afterwards, "but no

tied to trees and while the juneral pyres were

one expected such horrible butchery." They sawed

being prepared they were jorced to suffer the most

at his throat, cut off both his ears, cut out

jiendish tortures. The blacks were jorced to hold

one eve, and stuffed handkerchiefs in the

out their hands while one finger at a time was

victim's mouth to stifle his "awjul screams."

chopped

off.

i

The fingers were distributed as sou

Stabbing him repeatedly, the lynchers came

off.

close to cutting out his backbone. He was

Holbert was beaten severely, his skull was jrac

then dragged two blocks before the crowd

tured and one oj his eyes, knocked out with a

emptied their guns into his body. One year

stick, hung by a shred jrom the socket ... The most

earlier, near Memphis, the same kind of

excruciating jorm oj punishment consisted in the

violence had been inflicted on Lee \Valker.

venirs. The ears oj the murderers were cut

<if some oj

removed from the county jail and hanged

the mob. This instrument was bored into the jlesh

from a telegraph pole after his skin had

0/

the man and woman, in the arms, legs and

been cut to ribbons by the mob. As \Valker

body, and then pulled out, the spirals tearing out

swung on the pole, blood streaming down

use

<if a large

big pieces

<if

corkscrew in the hands

his body from the knife wounds, the crowd

raw, quivering j1esh every time it

was withdrawn.

hurled expletives at him. "The Negro died hard,"

Holbert and his employer had quarreled

one observer wrote. "The neck was not broken,

before the murder, but there was no evidence

... and death came by strangulation. For jully ten
15

minutes after he was stmng up the chest heaved

them and riddled their bodies with bullets.

occasionally and there were convulsive movements

Members of a mob in Okemah, Oklahoma,

<1 the limbs." But the crowd had not finished.

entered the local jail to seize Laura Nelson,

Throwing the body into a fire. they watched

accused of murdering a sheriff, then raped

with "astonishing coolness and nonchalance" as

the black woman before hanging her along

it burned. Finally. the relic hunters moved

with her teenage son. When a white farmer

in to retrieve portions of the rope and what

in Gray, Georgia, was found dead in his

was left of the charred body. '"

home, suspicion fell on vVill Green and his

Once having settled on lynch justice. mobs

seventeen - year - old son. Despite their pleas

were not overly scrupulous about determin

of innocence, a mob lynched both of them

ing the guilt of the black victim. The idea,

and riddled their bodies with bullets.

after all. as one black observer noted, was to

Authorities subsequently determined that

make an example, "knowing full well that one

neither the father nor the son had anything

Negro swinging from a tree will serve as well as

to do with the farmer's death. "

another to terrorize the community." After a barn

The way whites in Monticello, Georgia. dealt

burning near Columbus. Mississippi, suspi

with a black family in 19 I 5 was no doubt

cion fell on the son of Cordelia Stevenson.

meant as a warning to all blacks who dared

Unable to locate him, a mob of whites set

to challenge white authority. When the local

tled on his mother, seized and tortured her,

police chief came to the home of Daniel

and left her naked body hanging from the

Barber to arrest him on a bootlegging

limb of a tree for public viewing. A jury

charge, Barber and his family forcibly resist

rendered the usual judgment in such cases,

ed the officer. After police subdued and

deciding she had come to her death at the

arrested the Barbers, some two hundred

hands of persons unknown."

enraged whites stormed the jail and dragged

Neither women nor entire families escaped

Barber, his son, and his two married daugh

the savagery of white mobs. Bessie McCroy.

ters to a tree in the very center of the black

along with her son and daughter, were

district. The mob chose to hang the entire

removed from a jail in Carroll County,

family, one by one. Daniel Barber had to

Mississippi, and taken to the edge of town,

watch each of his children die before the

where a crowd of five hundred men hanged

noose was tightened around his neck. 11
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\Vhen permitted to speak before bemg

man, but today is one day that I am certain(y

lynched, some of the victims professed their

sorry that I am one," he wrote afterward. "I

guilt and asked for forgiveness, while others

am disgusted with my country." '.

protested their innocence. Many simply

The degree to which whites came to accept

tried to make peace with their God. Before

lynching as justifiable homicide was best

his burning, Henry Noles of \Vinchester,

revealed in how they learned to differentiate

Tennessee, confessed his crime and asked

between "good" lynchings and" bad" lynch

his friends to "meet him in glory." He mount

ings. A newspaper reported the execution of

ed the stump "stolidly" and laughed as he

Elmo Curl. at Mastadon, Mississippi, as "a

told the mob, "Tell all my sisters and brothers to

most order(y affair, conducted by the bankers,

meet me in glory. I am going to make that my home.

law~yers, farmers, and merchants

Tell

The best people

mother to meet me where parting will be no

thaI county.

the COUllty, as good as there are

more." Taken from the stump, he was then

anywhere, simp~y met there and hanged Curl

chained to a tree and his body saturated with

without a s~gn

oil. Soon "the quivering bo~y was enveloped in

ing, no shooting, no yelling, and not even any

flames." A lynch mob in Cuthbert, Georgia,

loud talking." \Vhat characterized a "good"

agreed to the victim's request that they take

lynching appeared to be the quick dispatch

his picture and send it to his sister. She

of the victim" in a most orderly manner" with

collapsed upon receiving the photo showing

out prolonging his or her agony for the

him hanging on a tree. Jesse Washington, a

crowd's benefit. When a mob made up of

black youth, pleaded his innocence with the

"prominent citizens," including a member of

lynch mob (he had been retried after a

the South Carolina state legislature, lynched

judge had expressed doubt over a guilty ver

a black man near Charleston, the local

dict), but to no avail. The crowd. made up

newspaper thought it had been done in the

of "the supposed best citizens

of

the South."

of rowdyism. There was no drink

"most approved and up-to-date fashion."

looked on with approval as the

'I

No doubt the mob in Howard, Texas.

enveloped the squirming youth. Souvenir

thought itself orderly. even democratic in

hunters then proceeded to hack his body

its ritualistic execution of a black man.

with penkmves, carrying away their human

Farmers in the surrounding neighborhood

loot. One white spectator failed to share the

were notified to attend. and some two thou

carnival mood of the crowd. "I am a white
17

sand spectators responded. The victim was

zealous to remove Clay from the jail, the

given two hours for prayers, and the mob

mob accidentally shot two whites. Still,

heeded his request to see his brother and

they carried off the execution, clumsily try

sister before the execution. The question of

ing to hang him and finally burning him

how he should be executed was submitted

alive near the center of town. Newspapers

to the crowd, and a majority voted for death

called it "hideous" and horrible," "one

by burning. Neither the orderliness of the

worst lynchings in history," and at least one

proceedings nor the democratic proclivities

newspaper thought Clay was "probably an

of the mob in any way alleviated the agony

innocent man, and one wholly out

of the victim. The negro's moans were pitiful,"

of the 'bad negro.'"

a reporter noted. "He struggled, his great mus

the lynchers rank amateurs who lacked the

cles swelling and throbbing in an effort to break the

necessary skills to dispatch their victim.

chains which bound him." Five minutes after

The more than one thousand spectators

the mob applied the match, the victim was

reportedly remained passive during the exe

dead, and at least one newspaper found the

cution, though some thought the execution

H

H

H

hellish deed" unjustifiable. "The deliberate~y

of the

of the

classes

Another newspaper labeled

ers had been clumsy and inflicted

H

needless

planned and calmly executed spectacle was over.

suffering" on Clay. The lynching incurred

The crowd dispersed." But the legacy of this

further criticism for having taken place in a

lynching, the editor insisted, would linger.

white neighborhood. At least six white

of a return

women fainted, and others reported that

"That five minutes

to primal savagery

cannot be wiped out within the coursc

of one brief

their sensibilities" had been "shocked."
H

'7

life time. Five thousand Texans are irremediably

Some executions were more spectacular

debased."

than others, but none of them were partic

Even some ordinarily unsympathetic white

ularly exceptionaL If Sam Hose's execution

Mississippians thought the lynching of

appeared prominently in the southern press,

Lloyd Clay in Vicksburg in 1919 might have

hundreds of lynchings were accorded only a

been misguided. A twenty-two-year-old day

brief mention, particularly as they became

laborer from a respected family, Clay was

routine affairs by the end of the century,

accused of rape, even though the victim

requiring no more notice or comment in

denied he had been her assailant. Overly

some newspapers than the daily weather.

j
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"Now-a-days," a bishop of the Southern

views to a violent conclusion." Ravening mobs

Methodist Church noted, "it seems the killing

are not composed ?f gentlemen," affirmed

?f Negroes is not so extraordinary an occurrence

Atlanta's leading newspaper. But the evidence

as to need explanation; it has become

common

suggested otherwise. Perhaps "rednecks,"

that it no longer surprises. We read ?f such things

" [rae kers," an d" pee kerwoo d"
s pIaye d a more

as we read ?f fires that burn a cabin or a town."

public role in lynchings, but they often did

Few members of a lynch mob were, in fact,

so with the tacit approval and at times the

ever apprehended, and only rarely did the

active and zealous participation of upper

leaders or the participants seek to conceal

and middle - class whites. Exceptions existed

their identity. The confident manner in

among all classes, but invariably "gentlemen"

which they went about their business was

and "ladies," especially the newer generation

matched only by the complacency, the mat

of whites who had grown up after the Civil

ter-of-factness. and often the good humor

\Var, were no more sympathetic to black

with which it was viewed. Occasionally, edi

people and their aspirations than lower-class

torialists and political leaders voiced con

whites. If they sometimes displayed a greater

cern and condemned lynchings, but the

sympathy, they felt less of a threat to their

public tended to praise the lynchers for

exalted position in southern society.

fulfilling their responsibilities as white

Drawn from all classes in southern white

males. The Memphis newspaper chose to

society. from the rednecks" to the best people,"

judge each lynching according to its merits,

lynchers came together in an impressive

basing any verdict on the nature of the vic
tim's crime. It had no problem with lynching

show of racial and community, solidaritv.
,
Neither crazed fiends nor the dregs of

a Negro rapist but thought it wrong to lynch
a Negro who refused to be vaccinated. ,0

white society, the bulk of the lynchers tend
ed to be ordinary and respectable people,

It became convenient for some whites and

few of whom had any difficulty justifying

portions of the press to blame lynching on

their atrocities in the name of maintaining

lower-class whites. Although the" best people,"

the social and racial order and the purity of

like other whites, took for granted the

the Anglo- Saxon race. The mobs who meted

riority of blacks, they were said to be more

out "summary justice"

paternalistic and less likely to carry their

one Georgian as "composed ?f our best citizens,

50
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were pronounced by

who are foremost in all works oj public and pri

vietion?" Seven tv- six answered no, and the

vate good." In the same spirit, a Meridian.

remaining thirty-four would certainly have

Mississippi, newspaper concluded. "The men

weighed very carefully the consequences of

who do the lynchings . .. are not men who flout

rendering a guilty verdict.

law but men who sincere£y believe they have the

]';ot only did distinguished public officials

best interest oj their fellow men and women at

at all levels of government hesitate to con

heart." '"

demn lynching, but some also chose to par

Although some whites found lynchings

ticipate in lynch mobs. "I led the mob which

unacceptable and barbaric, few of the per

lynched Nelse Patton) and I am proud oj it," a

petrators

were ever brought to trial.

former U. S. senator from Mississippi,

Townspeople closed ranks to protect their

William Van Amberg Sullivan, boasted in

own kind, thereby becoming partners in the

1908. " Ldirected eve~y movement

crimes committed. Eyewitnesses refused to

I did everything I could to see that he was

testify, and grand juries refused to bring

lynched." In the public burning of John

indictments against easily identifiable mob

Hartfield in Jones County. Mississippi, the

participants. Even if they had, juries would

district attorney, who would later be elect

have refused to convict, whatever the evi

ed to Congress, not only witnessed the

dence. In the vast majority of reported lynch

burning but tlsl:'d the occasion for some

ings, the courts, coroners' juries, or other

dectioneering and refused to bring charges

official bodies chosen to investigate the

against the mob leaders. The mob that car

murders concluded routinely that black vic

ril:'d out the grisly dismemberment of

tims had met their deaths "at the hands oj

Willis Jackson in Honl:'a Path, South

unknown parties," "at the hands oj persons un

Carolina, in

known," or "by persons unknown to the jury." In

Ashleigh, who represented the district in

an Alabama community.

whites exam

the state legislature. His son, editor of the

ined for a jury that would judge members of

local newspaper, also participated in the

"If you were satisfied

lynching; indeed, he proudly told his read

from the evidence b~yond a reasonable doubt that

ers that hI:' "went out to see the fun without the

the defendant took part with or abetted the mob in

least objectioll to being a party to help lynch the

murdering a Negro) would you favour his con

brute."\Vhen some shochd South Carolinians

a lynch mob were asked,

flO

j
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oj the mob and

was led by Joshua W

demanded a state investigation, Governor

Before lynching two men in Morganton,

Cole Blease demurred. Rather than use his

North Carolina, in 1889, the mob held

power of office to deter whites from "pun

prayer services. That spoke quite eloquently

ishing that nigger brute," he vowed that if nec

to the degree to which lynchings took place

essary he would gladly have resigned as gov

in some of the most churchified communi

ernor "and come to Honea Path and led the mob."

ties of the South. If white churches showed

The newspaper in Spartanburg warned that

a relative indifference to lynching violence,

any attempt to indict the murderers "would

there were some compelling reasons. The

make heroes of the lynchers and eminently qualify

lynch mobs often included their parish

them for public office:'

ioners. "The only ways to keep the pro-~ynching

22

If political leaders failed to act, judges,

element ill the church," a white Mississippian

sheriffs. jailers, and local police often stood

acknowledged some years later, "is to say

by helplessly during a lynching or, on occa

nothing which would tend to make them uncom

sion, actively participated in the ritual. It

fortable as church members." Some clergymen,

was not uncommon for members of a lynch

however. denounced lynchings, and a few

mob to pose for news photographers with

took action. In Bulloch County, Georgia.

the sheriff and the intended victim. Even if

the Rev. Whitely Langston expelled parish

a consCientious law enforcement official

ioners who had participated in a lynch

chose to remain committed to his oath of

mob - a most unpopular action that result

office, he was likely to encounter insur

ed in the loss of twenty-five members of

mountable obstacles, such as the will of the

the congregation. It was left to Ida B. Wells,

community, which was usually more than

a black editor and anti-lynching activist, to

sufficient to prompt him to submit to the

question the relative silence of white church

seemingly inevitable. HI went into that cell block

es: Our American Christians are too bu~y saving

with every intention of fuifdling my oath and pro

the souls of white Christians from burning in hell

tecting that man," an officer reported, but when

fire to save the lives of black ones from present

the mob opened the door, the first haif-a -dozen

burning in fires kindled by white Christians:'

men standing there were leading citizens - busi

When whites condemned lynching, they

nessmen, leaders of their churches and the com

seemed less concerned over the black vic

munity- I just couldn't do it."

tims than over the very real possibility that

H
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white civilization itself was on trial. Even as

sought to communicate the imminent peril

whites could readily agree on the inferiority

facing every white female in the South.

of blacks and the need to maintain white

Under the circumstances. he likened the

supremacy, some also perceived and ex

lynch mob to an "engine of vengeance) monstrous,

pressed alarm over the destabilization of

lawless, deplorable," but, nonetheless, "the fiery

the social order and the descent of their

terror of the criminal and the chief defense oj

region into anarchy and barbarism. "The

woman:'26 Of course. if Graves's characteri

greater peril at this hour where outbreak and law

zation of the imperiled white female had

lessness are at the surface," a southern minister

any merit, the epidemic of lynchings he con

declared, "is not that the negro will lose his skin,

doned had obviously done nothing to

but that the Anglo-Saxon will lose his soul:' The

enhance the woman's security. Nor would

mayor of Statesboro, Georgia, like some of

the eminent publisher have even contemplat

the more conscientious public officials, ex

ed the same mob justice being meted out to

pressed alarm over the breakdown of law

whites belonging

and order, even as he confessed his helpless

were guilty of ravishing black women.

ness in preventing lynchings.

jury won't indict these lynchers,

"If

our grand

to

his own social class who

It took little time before a "folk pornography"

if our petit juries

emerged in the South, playing on themes

won't convict, and if our soldiers won't shoot,
what are we coming to?").5

sions."7 To endorse lynching was to dwell on

But even those who deplored lynching did

the sexual depravity of the black man, to

so within limits, acknowledging that a high

raise the specter of the black beast seized by

er law might sometimes have to prevail. The

uncontrollable, savage, sexual passions that

"better sort" of whites who paid lip service

were inherent in the race. That is, the inhu

to law and order all too often found them

manity, depravity, bestiality, and savagery

selves mixing their outrage over a lynching

practiced by white participants in lynchings

with a more compelling sense of justice and

would be justified in the name of humanity,

retribution. Speaking to an audience at the

morality, justice, civilization, and Christianity.

University of Chicago, John Temple Graves,

And there was little reason to question the

the influential Atlanta newspaper publisher,

deep convictions on which whites acted;

was swept up in a wave of emotion as he

they came, in fact, to believe in their own

from the past and adding some new dimen

22

rhetoric, much as the defenders of slavery

of the white raplst, as black women were

had. The Negro as beast became a funda

said to give themselves willingly, even wan

mental part of the white South's racial

tonly. to white men. Not all whites actually

imagery, taking its place alongside the ven

believed this argument, however, even if

erated and faithful Sambo retainer, and

they routinely invoked it for public con

whites were perfectly capable of drawing on

sumption. \\Thile condemning black rape in

both to sustain their self-image. Blacks,

no uncertain terms, some whites suggested

after all, possessed a dual nature: they were

that blacks had been provoked not by white

docile and amiable when enslaved or severe

women but by white men taking liberties

ly repressed, but savage, lustful. and capable

with black women and thereby inviting

of murder and mayhem
when free and
,
uncontrolled-like those blacks who had

retaliation. When T W. Walker, a Georgia

grown up since the Civil War. This genera

killing a wealthy white planter, the first

tion, a Memphis newspaper insisted, had

news dispatches could find no reason for

" lost in large measure the traditional and whole

the attack; a black editor, however, charged

some awe oj the white race which kept the Negroes

that the planter had brutally assaulted

in subjection . ... There is no longer a restraint

Walker's wife. Before \\Talker could be

upon the brute passion oj the Negro."

removed from the courtroom, he was shot

black man, was sentenced to death for

"8

Whites seemed incapable of grasping the

by the planter's brother; severely wounded,

fundamental hypocrisy that condemned

he was then hanged. The planter's brother

black rape of white women and condoned

escaped prosecution, but not the black edi

or ignored white rape of black women. For

tor, who was immediately arrested for libeL'9

a black man, sexual advances to a white

White

woman, or what might be perceived as sex

that most lynchings stemmed from sexual

ual advances, were a certain invitation to a

assault. But in many cases, reports of sexu

tortured death. For a white man, the

al assault proved entirely baseless or upon

exploitation of a black woman for his sexu

closer examination revealed only that a

al initiation or pleasure enjoyed community

black male had broken the rules of racial

toleration. The most expedient way to dis

etiquette, had behaved in a manner con

pose of the issue was to deny the existence

strued as a racial insult, or had violated the
23

were based on the assumption

bar on consensual interracial sex. \Vhat

thought had occurred became much more

\Valter White would call" the Southern white

important than what did happen. Thl" pub

woman's proneness to h}5teria where Negroes are

lic's pl"rception of lynching, fed by thl" ml"dia

concerned," basl"d on his invl"stigation of

and improved means of communication,

scorl"s of lvnchmgs,
crl"atc~d situations of
,
imagined rather than actual sexual assaults

was invariably that a sexual crime by black
men had precipitated it. "Having created the

in which both innocent whitl" and black

Frankenstein monster (and it is

lives Were lost in the naml" of preserving thl"

because it is largely illusor})," \Valter White

sanctity of white womanhood. l"

concluded, "the lyncher lives in constant jear oj

As long as blacks cast their "Iusiful e}C5 on

his own creation." l"

white women," a Little Rock newspaper de

The offenses which precipitatl"d mob

~

110

less terr!f}ing

VIO

oj them seek to break

lence related less to sex - related crimes (as

down the barrier that has been between the Negro

sensationalized m thl" press) than to ques

and white man jor a thousand }ears," whites

tions of physical assault and murder (the

would not be "slow or timid" in thl" meth

most common charge). theft, arson,

ods they employed to metl" out an appro

tions of the racial code, economic competi

priate punishment."This rna} be (Southern bru

tion, and disputes over crop settlements.

tality) as jar as the Boston Negro can see) but in

Many of the transgressions by blacks would

polite circles, we call it Southern chivalr}, a

have been regarded as relatively trivial if

So~jfherll

virtue that will never die." " But chival

committed by whites and were not grounds

ry in defensl" of imperiled white woman

anywhere else for capital punishment: using

hood was only a rationalization, not an

disrespectful, insulting, slanderous, boasdill,

explanation of the epidemic of mob mur

threatening, or "incendiary" language; in

der that consumed the South. Rape and sex

subordination, impertinence, or improper

ual indiscrl"tion, in actuality, proved to be a

demeanor

relatively minor cause of mob violence. Of

wrong time, a prolonged silence); refusing

the nearly three thousand blacks known to

to take off one's hat to a white person or to

have been lynchl"d bl"tween 1889 and 1918,

give the right-of-way (to step aside) when

for example, only 19 percent were accused

encountering a white on the sidewalk;

of rape. But in many cases what the public

resisting assault by whites; "being troublesome

clared, and "as long as

all}
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sarcastic grin, laughing at the

generally"; disorderly conduct, petty theft, or

was jailed for writing an insulting letter to a

drunkenness; writing an improper (" insult

young white woman; a mob broke into the

ing") letter to a white person; paying undue

jail and shot him to death. Jeff Brown acci

or improper attention to a white female;

dentally brushed against a white girl as he

accusing a white man of writing love letters

was running to catch a train; a mob hanged

to a black woman; or living or keeping com

him for" attempted rape." For their" utter worth

pany with a white woman; turning or refus

lessness," John Shaw and George Call, two

ing to turn state's evidence; testifying or

eighteen-year-old youths from Lynchburg,

bringing suit against a white person; being

Virginia, were shot to death after the mob's

related to a person accused of a crime and

attempt to hang them failed. l4 A South

already lynched; political activities; union

Carolina editor acknowledged in 1917 that

organizing; conjuring; discussing a lynching;

some three -fourths of lynchings were for

gambling; operating a "house
personal

debt;

refusing

0/

to

ill fame"; a

"trivial offenses," and sometimes entirely inno

accept an

cent men were "butchered." l5

employment offer, "jumping" a labor con

All too often, black southerners, innocent of

tract; vagrancy; refusing to give up one's

any crime or offense, were victims of lynch

farm; conspicuously displaying one's wealth

ings or burnings because they were black

or property; and (in the eyes of whites) try

and in the wrong place at the wrong time.

ing to act like a white man. n

The only evidence against Jim Black,

Victims of lynch mobs, more often than

Thomas Ryor, and James Ford, implicated in

not, had challenged or unintentionally vio

the murder of the wife of a white farmer of

lated the prevailing norms of white suprema

Hendersonville, South Carolina, was that

cy, and these offenses ranged from the seri

they had been spotted in the neighborhood;

(in the eyes of whites) to the trivial.

the three black youths were quickly lynched.

Charles Jones, a youth from Grovetown,

The white farmer later confessed to murder

Georgia, was lynched by 150 whites for

ing his wife and concealing her body. Fred

stealing a pair of shoes and "talklng big."

and Jane Sullivan were accused of burning a

Henry Sykes was lynched in Okolona,

barn; a mob lynched the couple, ignoring

Mississippi, for calling up white girls on the

their four-year-old child. After emptying

telephone and annoying them. A Texas youth

their guns into Bob Kennedy for assaulting a

OliS
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white man, a mob discovered he was not the

down and placed them in a large oats bag

man wanted for the crime and immediately

for buriaL The coroner's inquest decided

continued their chase for" the guilty one:'

Moncrief had come to his death at the

,6

Men lynch most readily, a southern critic

hands of parties unknown to the jury. ;7

observed, when the black victim has" offend

Investigators frequently found no easily

ed that intangible something called 'racial superi

ascertainable reason for a lynching, except

ority:" That offense, in fact, with no sug

perhaps white emotional and recreational

gestion of sexual impropriety, precipitated

starvation. For some, "nigger killing" had sim

scores of brutal lynchings. "When a nigger

ply become a sport, like any other amuse

gets ideas," a federal official in Wilkinson

ment or diversion, and its popularity

County, Mississippi, declared, "the best thing

prompted a black newspaper in 1911 to call

to do is to get him under ground as qUick as pos

it "The National Pastime."

sible." Rufus Moncrief made one such mis

amusement or recreational diversion, Walter

take when on his way home from work he

White said of lynching, it provided whites

encountered a group of white men: he did

with a welcome escape from" the endless rou

not display the expected humble demeanor

tl/u

and seemed reluctant to pull off his hat to

life." In Augusta, Georgia, in 1890, a black

them when they spoke to him. The men

man was found one morning in the street,

beat him badly, and soon other whites

his body riddled with bullets. Suspecting a

joined in the attack, some of them severing

certain group of men may have been

Moncrief's limbs with a saw. They dragged

responsible, a white resident asked one of

what remained of him to a nearby tree and

them, Pat, who killed that nigger?" "Oh, some

strung him up as they continued to mutilate

cif the boys," he responded, with a grin.

his body. For good measure, they hung

did they do it jar?" the resident asked. "Oh)

Moncrief's dog next to him and then

because he was a nigger," Pat replied, as if that

informed Moncrief's wife that she would

were more than sufficient explanation. "And,"

find two black puppies hanging to a tree

Pat added, "he was the best nigger in town.

and ordered her to remove them quickly or

Why) he would even take off his hat to me."

the farm would be burned to the ground.

Although seldom cited as the reason for

The eighty-year-old woman cut the bodies

mob violence, the assumption persisted that

cif drab

,8

Like any other

working-hours and more drab home

H
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an occasional lynching, for whatever reason,

sons and four daughters, most of them liv

served a useful purpose, that periodically it

ing nearby. As secretary of the local African

became necessary to remind a new genera

Methodist Episcopal Church, he was a piv

tion of blacks of their place in southern

otal figure in the black community. Few

society. "You don't understand how we feel down

blacks-or whites-had done

here," a young white southerner explained to

embrace the gospel of self-help. "Anthony

a northern visitor; "when there is a row, we

Crawford's life and character," one observer

feel like killing a nigger whether he has done any

noted, "embodied everything that Booker T.

thing or not." It was imperative that blacks

vvashington held to be virtuous in a Negro." On

understand their limits. "A white man ain't a

October 21, 19I6, Crawford came to town to

goin'to be able to live in this country if we let nig

sell his cotton. He exchanged harsh words

gers start gettin biggity," a white Mississippian

with a local white businessman over the

said of a black being held for trial. "1 wish

offering price. When a store clerk wielding

they'd lemme have him. I'd cut out his black balls

an ax handle went after Crawford, he

and th'ow 'em to the hawgs:' Some years later,

backed away only to be arrested and placed

when the number of lynchings subsided, a

in jail, securing him initially from a white

white resident of Oxford, Mississippi, told

mob angry over his reported insolence.

a visitor that lynching still had a reaffirm

" When a nigger gets impudent we stretch him out and

ing and cathartic quality that benefited the

paddle him a bit;' the store manager boasted.

entire community. "It is about time to have

The president of the National Bank of

another lynching," he thought. "When the niggers

Abbeville concurred, "Crawford was insolent to

get

50

that they are not '!fraid of being lynched, it

is time to put the fear in them."

more

to

a white man and he deserved a thrashing."

4"

Released on bail, Crawford headed toward

Some lynchings took place for no other

the gin, where his cotton was waiting. The

apparent reason than to bring down a black

white mob quickly regrouped and attacked

person who had managed to achieve a mea

him. Crawford resisted, injuring one of the

sure of economic success. Anthony Crawford,

whites, but the men finally overpowered him

born of slave parents in I865, had become

and kicked him until he had lost conscious

a substantial landowner and farmer in

ness. The sheriff persuaded the mob to per

Abbeville, South Carolina. He had twelve

mit him to regain custody of Crawford.
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From his cell, Crawford was heard to say,

The citizens of Abbeville, regardless of class,

while spitting blood where they had kicked

demonstrated bv their action - and inac

out his teeth, "I thought 1 was agood citizen." By

tion

not displaying" the humility bewmlng a 'nigger:"

also their own complicity in the crime.

however, he had become vulnerable. When a

Pointing to the tree where Crawford was

false rumor circulated that Crawford might

hanged, a resident remarked, "1 reckon the

be moved to another jail, the mob mobi

crowd wouldn)t have been so bloodthirsty, only its

lized again and easily entered the jaiL After

been three years since they had any flm with the

shoving Crawford's broken body down three
fights of stairs, they mutilated him, dug

niggers, and it seems though they jest have to have
a lynching every so often." 4'

their heels into his upturned, quivering face,

If lynchings were calculated to send a force

tied a rope around his neck, and dragged

ful message to the black community and

him through the streets of the Negro quar

underscore its vulnerability, whites succeed

ter as a warning. Finally, they hung him to

ed. But at the same time, it exposed black

a pine tree and emptied their guns into his

men and women-in ways they would never

body. Dutifully, the coroner convened a

forget- to the moral character of the white

jury, which quickly reached the verdict that

community. The impression conveyed was

Anthony P. Crawford had come to his death

not so much the racial superiority of whites

at the hands of parties unknown to the jury.

as their enormous capacity for savagery and

A subsequent citizens' meeting ordered the

cowardice, the way they inflicted their ter

remainder of the Crawford family to leave

ror as crowds and mobs. rarely as individuals.

town within three weeks.

"The ~Yllch mob came," a Mississippi woman

A leading South Carolina newspaper had

remembered. HI ain't never heard of no one

little difficulty in ascertaining the principal

white man going to get a Negro. They're the most

reason for Crawford's murder. "Crawford

cowardsy people I ever heard of:' 4'

was worth around

$20,000

~

and that)s more than

not only extraordinary cowardice but

The,y got the judges

most whitefarmers are worth down here. Property

They got the lawyers

ownership always makes the Negro more assertive)

They got the jltry-rolls

more independent, and the cracker can't stand it."

Th~y got the law

They don}t {orne by ones
28

They got the sheriffs

A ship rotting at anchor meets with no resistance,

They got the deputies

but when she sets sail on the sea, she has to buf

They don't comt by twos

fet opposing billows. The enemies

They got the shotguns

that he is maktng progress and they natural£y

They got the rope

wish to stop him and keep him in just what they

1 the Negro see

lYe git the justice

consider his proper place. They who aspire to hzgh

In the end

er grades than those fixed for them by society are

And they come by tens. H

scouted and scorned as upstarts for their pre

It said much of the desperation many

sumptions.

blacks felt that they might choose to find in

The extraordinary amount of attention and

the intensity of white violence and repres

energy expended upon black southerners,

sion a sign of hope and progress. From his

Henry M. Turner argued in 1904, refuted

extensive investigations, Walter White con

most compellingly the charge of mferiority.

cluded that "lynching is much more an expres

"More laws have been enacted by the different leg

sion ~f Southern fear 1 Negro progress than 1
Negro crime." Lynching, in this view, did not

islatures

sions have been delivered and proclaimed against

necessarily succeed in reinforcing racial re

this piece

pression; on the contrary, it suggested the

issued against any people since time began.') Based

refusal of black men and women to submit

on the attempts to suppress the race, Turner

with equanimity to that repression. None

concluded) "it would appea r that the negro is the

other than Frederick Douglass suggested in

greatest man on earth." 4"

1892 that the racial violence and lynchings

It was bold talk in the face of harsh reali

may actually be "a favorable symptom."

ties. How many who underwent the ordeal

It is pr01 that the Negro is not standing still. He

of fire lived to tell about it? Who can know

is not dead, but alive and active. He is not drift

now what those blacks who lived at the time

ing with the current, but manfully resisting it and

were prepared ro suffer in the name of race

fighting his way to better conditions than those 1

regeneration and redemption? The obstacles

the past, and better than those which popular

black people faced were exceptional, unlike

opinion prescribes for him. He is not contented

those faced by any group of immigrants,

with his surroundings . ...

shaped profoundly by the slave expenence
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1

the country, and more judicial deci

1 inferiority called negro than have been

and the ways in which white people per-

women perceived by whites as having

ceived and acted upon racial differences.

stepped out of their place, "trying to be white."

While maintaining that blacks were incap

The contradictions mounted, and few

able of becoming their social, political, or

blacks could find ways to reconcile them.

economic equals, the dominant society

How could they be frugal if they found it

betrayed the fear that they might. What had

impossible (even dangerous) to accumulate

alarmed the white South during Recon

any savings? How could they maintain a

struction was not evidence of black failure

clean appearance and clean homes if denied

but evidence of black success, evidence of

decent housing and the basic city services

black assertion, independence, and advance

whites were accorded, and if whites greeted

ment, evidence of black men learning the

with derision black efforts to upgrade their

uses of political power. The closer the black

appearance and homes? How could they be

man got to the ballot box, one observer

hardworking and diligent if denied the re

noted, the more he looked like a rapist.

wards of their labor? How could they be

That suggests the magnitude of the prob

expected to respect the law if the law and

lem. Even as whites scorned black incompe

its enforcement agencies refused to accord

tence, they feared evidence of black compe

them minimal respect and protection?

tence and independence. Even as whites

The terrorism meted out by whites rested

derided blacks for their ignorance, they

on the racism of genteel society. If mobs

resented educated, literate, ambitious, and

lynched blacks with calculated sadistic cru

successful blacks. The Negro as a buffoon,

elty, historians and the academic sciences

a menial, a servant, was acceptable; that kind

were no less resourceful

of Negro threatened no one. The violence

intellectual underpinnings of racist thought

inflicted on black people was often selective,

and behavior, validating theories of black

aimed at educated and successful blacks,

degeneracy and cultural and intellectual

those in positions of leadership, those deter

inferiority, helping to justify on "scientific"

mined to improve themselves, those who

and historical grounds a complex of laws,

owned farms and stores, those suspected of

practices, and beliefs. Popular literature,

having saved their earnings, those who had

newspaper caricatures, minstrel shows, and

just made a crop-that is, black men and

vaudeville depicted blacks as a race of buf

l
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In

providing the

foons and half-wits. And with Birth of a

tion translated into contentment or respect

Nation in 1915, the cinema did more than

for the white world. Blacks did not expect

any historian to explain the "Negro problem"

in their dealings with whites any demon

to the American people- the dangers (vivid

stration of fairness or a sense of justice.

ly depicted on the

posed by a race

"It's stamped ill me, in my mind, the way I been

freed from the restraints of slavery. Beneath

treated," Ned Cobb said of his life as a ten

the grinning exterior of the black man, this

ant farmer and sharecropper in Alabama,

film warned, there lurks a mindless savagery

"the way I have seed other colored people treated

that demands white vigilance and, if nec

couldn't never go by what you think or say, had to

essary, vigilantism.

come up to the white man's orders. ... vVell, that's

Any people who could endure so much bru

disrecognizin me. Just disrecognized, discounted in

talization and endure, Ralph Ellison once

every walk of life. ... That's the way they worked

suggested, "is obviously more than the sum of its

it) and there's niggers in this country believed that

brutalization." In the face of relentless white

shit. ... I've studied and studied these white men

hostility, blacks drew inward, constructing

close." Ned Cobb accommodated; he never

in their communities a separate world, a

submitted. To "get along" and to obtain what

replica of the society from which they had

he wanted from white people. he acquired

been excluded, with their own schools,

the necessary demeanor and verbal skills.

churches, businesses, fraternal orders, cultur

He learned" to humble down and play shut

al practices, and forms of activism and

mouthed." He knew to play dumb when the

expressIOn. Within

prescribed

situation demanded it. And although he "got

boundaries, black men and women also

tired of it:' he learned "to jail back," to take

improvised strategies for dealing with

"every kind of insult." But there were limits,

whites. The choices were never easy; the

and these assumed a growing importance in

risks were always great. To survive was to

his life. He refused to submit passively to

make what a Louisiana black man called a

the whims of every white man. He refused

rigidly

to

"pragmatic resignation" to reality, to watch every

demean himself. to become one of the

word and action in the presence of whites, to

"white men's niggers." "In my years past, I'd

veil their inner feelings, to wear the mask.

accommodate anybody; but I didn't believe in this
way

Neither black accommodation nor resigna

bowin to my knees and doin what any

white man said do. ... I just ain)t goin to go
31

of

and enlarged civil rights movement. Between

all- I care jar myself and respect myself." That

1961 and 1965, for example, twenty-one civil

determination to maintain his self-respect,

rights murders were recorded in the Deep

to draw a line between himself and whites,

South, and not one white man was convicted

ultimately cost him twelve years in a state

of murder in any of the crimes.

prison, where he could contemplate the dif

Early in the twentieth

ference between the life of a black convict

activists had sought to arouse public opin

and the life of a black sharecropper. "Out

ion about the lynching epidemic in the

of

South. Black activist and journalist Ida B.

nobody's way against my own self. First thing

side, they raised figures against me in place
wire." 4\

century, black

Wells mobilized public opinion early in the

Through the first three decades of the

century, as did the newly organized National

twentieth century, the mechanisms regulat

Association

ing the place of black men and women

Colored People (NAACP)' Within the

remained mostly in place. The number of

South, some whites stepped forward to

lynchings decreased significantly after 1930

challenge lynchings,

but did not cease. Nor did the quality of

Association of Southern Women for the

the brutality meted out to black southern

Prevention of Lynching, established by

ers diminish. The more spectacular lynching

Jessie Daniel Ames in 1930. Both black and

murders-Claude Neal in Marianna, Florida,

white activists worked in the 1930S for fed

in 1934; Cleo Wright in Sikeston, Missouri,

eral anti-lynching legislation, but not even a

in 1942; George W. Dorsey and Roger

liberal president, Franklin Delanor Roosevelt,

Malcolm and their wives in Monroe,

was willing to endanger his southern white

Georgia, in 1946; Willie Earle in Pickens,

support by endorsing such legislation.

North Carolina, in 1947; Emmet Till in

Concerned that perceptions of a violent

Money, Mississippi, in 1955; Mack Charles

South discouraged investments and imped

Parker

In

ed economic development, white business

1959-anticipated a new wave of terrorist

men began to press for changes, and law

killings that would erupt when whites used

enforcement agencies made some progress

every means at their disposal to maintain

in bringing accused blacks to trial. But the

their supremacy in the face of an emboldened

carefully constructed apparatus of white

in

Poplarville,

Mississippi,
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for

the

Advancement

of

most notably the

supremacy

demonstrated

extraordinary

More than a million black Americans fought

many

in World War II to make the world safe for

instances, rapid trials and unequal justice

democracy. After the war, even larger num

translated into legal lynchings. "Dere ain' no

bers developed new strategies and tactics to

use," a South Carolina black man reflected in

make the United States safe for themselves.

"De courts er dis land is not jar nig

The conviction grew that the way it used to

gers. ... It seems to me when it come to trouble,

be did not have to be any longer, and black

de law an' a nigger is de white man's sport, an'

men and women would give voice to that

justice is a stranger in them precincts, an' mercy is

feeling in ways white America could no

unknown." 4 6

longer ignore.

Nearly a century after the Civil War, on new

The need for this grisly photographic dis

battlefields-Montgomery, Selma, Birming

play may be disputed for catering to

ham, Little Rock, Boston, Chicago, Los

voyeuristic appetites and for perpetuating

Angeles-another struggle would be fought

images of black victimization. This is not

over the meaning of freedom and justice in

an easy history to assimilate. It is a neces

America, by a new generation of African

sarily painful and ugly story, as it includes

Americans, in a rapidly changing world, and

some of the bleakest examples of violence

in a new climate of political necessity. The

and dehumanization in the history of

enlarged role of the United States in the

humankind. The intention is not to depict

world community as the leader of the "free

blacks only as victims or whites only as vic

world," along with the outbreak of a Cold

timizers, but the extent and quality of the

War in which the Soviet Union exploited

violence unleashed on black men and

the sorry record of Americans as protectors

women in the name of enforcing black def

of their own oppressed, dictated a reappraisal

erence and subordination cannot be avoided

of the role of inferiority that had been tradi

or minimized. Obviously, it is easier to

tionally assigned to African Americans. Every

choose the path of collective amnesia, to

racial episode and outbreak of racist vio

erase such memories, to sanitize our past. It

lence in the United States was now instant

is far easier to view what is depicted on

ly reported around the world, affecting

these pages as so depraved and barbaric as

adversely the American image.

to be beyond the realm of reason. That

staying

the

power,

1920S,

and

in

all

too
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enables us to dismiss what we see as an

pie hanging from a rope or next to the

aberration, as the work of crazed fiends and

charred remains of a Negro who had been

psychopaths. But such a dismissal would rest

burned to death.

on dubious and dangerous assumptions.

What is most disturbing about these scenes

The photographs stretch our credulity, even

is the discovery that the perpetrators of the

numb our minds and senses to the full

crimes were ordinary people, not so differ

extent of the horror, but they must be

ent from ourselves

examined if we are to understand how nor

laborers,

mal men and women could live with, par

lawyers. doctors, policemen, students; they

ticipate in, and defend such atrocities, even

were family men and women. good. decent

reinterpret them so they would not see

churchgoing folk who came to believe that

themselves or be perceived as less than civi

keeping black people in their place was

lized. The men and women who tortured,

nothing less than pest controL a way of

dismembered, and murdered in this fashion

combatting an epidemic or virus that if not

understood perfectly well what they were

checked would be detrimental to the health

doing and thought of themselves as per

and security of the community. "We whites,"

fectly normal human beings. Few had any

a Memphis merchant explained to an

ethical qualms about their actions. This was

English visitor in 1909," have learnt to protect

not the outburst of crazed men or uncon

ourselves against the negro, just as we do against the

trolled barbarians but the triumph of a

yellow fever and the malaria - the work

belief system that defined one people as less

ious insects."

human than another. For the men and

Even as these scenes recede into the past,

women who comprised these mobs, as for

they should continue to tax our sense of

those who remained silent and indifferent

who we are and who we have been. WITH

or who provided the scholarly and scientif

OUT

ic explanations, this was the highest ideal

that a part of the American past we would

ism in the service of their race, in the

prefer for various reasons to forget we need

preservation of their heritage. One has only

very much to remember. It is part

to view the self-satisfied expressions on

history, part of our heritage. The lynchings

their faces as they posed beneath black peo

and terrorism carried out in
34

machine

merchants, farmers,
operators,
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if nox~

is a grim reminder
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racial supremacy cannot be put to rest, if
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